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Background

Discussion

Detection of occurrence of adequate seizure is difficult in
modified ECT, because of muscle relaxation. "Cuff
method", can sometimes miss a seizure of adequate duration as measured by EEG.

The time required to reach the peak heart rate along with
normalized peak heart rate in that order can be additional
measures to detect adequate seizure during modified ECT.

Aim
To examine if increase in heart rate can be an additional
guide to detect adequate cerebral seizures.

Material and Methods
Heart rates before and following the stimulus were estimated in 100 ECT sessions of two groups vs., adequate
EEG seizure duration ≥ 25 seconds; n = 60) and inadequate (EEG seizure duration <25 seconds; n = 40) EEG seizures. The peak heart rate, the ratio of peak to the baseline
heart rate (normalized peak heart rate) and time required
to reach peak heart rate were found for each of these
recordings and the two groups were compared.

Results
The group with adequate EEG seizure had significantly
higher peak heart rate, higher peak to baseline heart rate
ratio and longer time to reach peak heart rate. In 98.5% of
sessions with adequate seizures and only in 5% of sessions with inadequate seizures the normalized peak heart
rate was more than a cut-off of 1.18. In all sessions with
adequate seizures heart rate reached the peak value after 7
seconds; only in one of the sessions with inadequate seizures (2.5%) it reached peak value after 7 seconds. A combination of time-to-peak of 7 seconds and normalized
peak heart rate of 1.18 could segregate all sessions with
adequate seizures from sessions with inadequate seizures.
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